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QUESTION 1

A contact has multiple values populated within the "Interest Area" multiselect field in Eloqua. However, when you go to
the contact record, no values are highlighted. 

Which two are reasons for this? (Choose two.) 

A. The values populated are lowercase, whereas the values within the picklist are proper case. 

B. The values are correct but they are delimited with a comma, 

C. The values are correct but they are delimited with a double colon :: 

D. The values populated do NOT match the values within the picklist. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are essential to remember when configuring a basic microsite for a client? (Choose three.) 

A. Updating the domain\\'s A record to point to Oracle Eloqua\\'s IP address is preferred over updating the CNAME
record for the domain. 

B. The Require Authentication check box must be selected to enable landing pages to be published to the microsite. 

C. Each subdomain created off the client\\'s main website domain can only be linked to a single microsite within Eloqua. 

D. If the CNAME record is accessible and updatable, the CNAME record should be set to s[site id].hs.eloqua.com. 

E. If you use the A record to point the subdomain to Oracle Eloqua\\'s IP address, you must also add s[site
id].hs.eloqua.com under the DNS Query Lookup. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/marketingcs_gs/OMCAA/Help/Microsites/Tasks/
CreatingBasicMicrosites.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

After integrating an Eloqua form externally on a client\\'s website, the form is NOT capturing submissions in Eloqua. 

Which two causes of the issue with form integration? (Choose two.) 

A. The Eloqua form is active and the code has been integrated on another page on the client\\'s website. 

B. "Must contain a valid number of characters" is set and the submitter is entering more characters on the webpage. 

C. The Eloqua form has a required field but the website is NOT reflecting that this field is required. 

D. A processing step has been updated on the form and the code has not been updated to reflect this on the client\\'s
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website. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which data source is NOT possible as a Listener feeder in Program Canvas? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. pulling contacts into a program from a step in program builder 

B. pulling contacts into a program only when lead score decreases 

C. pulling contacts into a program when they respond to a campaign 

D. pulling contacts into a program when a contact field value changes 

E. pulling contacts into a program with unsubscribes in the last 24 hours 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two scenarios are use cases for Program Builder? (Choose two.) 

A. Apply an External Activity to contacts entering the program. 

B. Send Batch Email to an email address listed within a custom object. 

C. Send Batch Email to a contact using a previously created Signature Rule. 

D. Feed contacts into a program based on Lead Score increases. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

What does it mean when a contact has "No Status" for an email group status? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. They have neither subscribed nor unsubscribed to that group and will receive emails of that type. 

B. They were previously subscribed and have now unsubscribed to that group and will receive emails of that type. 

C. They were previously subscribed and have now unsubscribed to that group and will not receive any emails of that
type. 

D. They have neither subscribed nor unsubscribed to that group and will not receive any emails of that type. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

What does Oracle Eloqua use to find the optimal time to send emails to each individual contact with the Send Time
Optimization feature? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. historical open data 

B. average engagement rate 

C. current click rate 

D. anticipated open data 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://greg-staunton.com/eloqua-send-time-optimization 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two roles are recommended to participate during configuration implementation? (Choose two.) 

A. Eloqua Sales Users 

B. Eloqua Marketing Managers 

C. Eloqua Executive Sponsors 

D. Eloqua Power Users 

E. Eloqua Administrators 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three client-requested scenario can you configure natively within an Update Rule in Eloqua? (Choose three.) 

A. the contact\\'s Job Role contact field with the value listed in the Role field of a linked custom object record 

B. the contract\\'s Job Role contact field with the value listed within the contact\\'s Title field 

C. the contract\\'s Job Role contact field with the value matched to the Contact\\'s Title field within a lookup table 

D. the contact\\'s Job Role contact field with a static value based on the value within their Title field 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two are use cases for using Data Import and Export features? (Choose two.) 
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A. a scheduled import of external data to Contacts or Accounts 

B. a scheduled export of Custom Object data 

C. a scheduled export of Activity data 

D. a scheduled import of external data to a Custom Object 

Correct Answer: AC 
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